Introduction
The ripeness stage of the oil palm fruit is critical in ensuring optimum quality and quantity of oil during the milling process. The traditional practice for determining ripeness stage involves ocular inspection of the Fresh Fruit Bunch (FFB) by professional graders based on color and appearance. At harvest, harvesters are each assigned their respective areas and are given the responsibility to judge whether the fruits are ripe for harvest. Upon reaching the mill, the mill graders screen the harvested oil palm FFB before extraction. This procedure is still used and has become a standard until now since it is cheap and fast. This traditional technique of ripeness determination based on color leads to inaccurate and erratic results leading to reduced oil yield and inferior oil quality. Wet chemistry laboratory analysis provides accurate values of target indicators. However, it is costly, destructive and time-consuming. This study aims to demonstrate a rapid, non-destructive and adequately accurate method of classifying fruits into correct ripeness grades using near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy technology and modern chemometrics computational technique called Genetic Algorithm Neural Network (GANN). While the paper demonstrates application in the industry, the method may prove useful in other fields especially in agro-physiology, breeding, postharvest, and others.
Stuart [1] described that NIR is an analytical tool technique based on the vibrations of the atoms of a molecule. This atom's vibration would show the infrared spectrum which commonly appears by passing the spectrum radiation through a sample and determining what fraction of the incident radiation is absorbed at a particular energy. The infrared spectrum then will give sufficient information about compound structure of the samples in the form of spectral data. In order to take the benefit and potential used of NIR for classification problem hence the use of an appropriate statistical method is needed to process these NIR spectral data.
One such statistical technique that has found many applications and has proved to be useful in assigning an object to an appropriate group or classification is Neural Network (NN). NN is a tool that is useful in classification problem. NN is adopted from a biological model system with computational method which consists of some processing units in the system. NN is also known as modern computational statistical method in terms of soft computing technique with some adaptive nature in system. Though NN is a powerful method, several studies [2] [3] [4] [5] have cited problems in the NN process, especially in network architecture process. Ö ztü rk [3] noted that actually NN has it is own effective algorithm to solve the neural architecture problems, but the technique is based only on the iterative procedure and takes a long time to learn the whole process. Hence, these often lead to inefficient and complex network architecture in NN. To address these problems, Ö ztü rk [3] and Yalkin and Korkmaz [4] proposed an optimization technique by combining NN with genetic algorithm (GA) to improve the convergence speed and reduce the computational complexity of network architecture in NN. This technique thus is known as Genetic Algorithm Neural Network (GANN).
In this study, GANN model was used to process the NIR spectral data as objective to predict the ripeness grades of oil palm fresh fruit. To improve the efficiency and made the GANN modeling process faster, then the wavelengths as predictor variables from original NIR spectral were simplified and reduced into a few aggregative variable using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Neural Network
Neural network (NN) consists of four parameters: neuron model, network architecture, learning algorithm and recall algorithm [6] . In the neuron, n inputs represent the information-processing unit fundamental to the operation of a NN and can be denoted as a vector ½x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n . The network architecture consists of three partitions (or layers): input layers, to receive the input from outside, hidden layers, to restrict the interaction between neurons and output layers, as a result of the output network. The network architecture represents the structure of the network involving a number of neurons, their connectivity and arrangement. In the learning algorithm, the raw data are used to train the network and to explain the distinctive features of NN. Through this training process, the weight of unit in NN will be modified to improve the performance. Recall algorithm is used to determine the final results of the NN model based on algorithm in the training process of learning algorithm. Finally, it evaluates the obtained result as true or false. NN has a structure composed of small computational units called artificial neurons. A distribution computation is carried out by these units in NN. McCulloch and Pitts [7] introduced the first mathematical model of a biological neuron and described a logical calculus of neural networks. McCulloch and Pitts [7] learned the relation of many neurons as the basic cells in the complex pattern of brain. This relation is treated by means of the propositional logic and implemented as threshold logic. The group of this relation is called an artificial neural network. Later work, Rosenblatt [8] defined the perceptron concept as a proper building to construct the artificial neural network. This perceptron is based on a network of binary decision units and known as a supervised learning rule for pattern classification. Rosenblatt [8] defined that perceptron takes a weighted sum of neuron inputs to produce an activation signal, and sends it as an output signal if the weighted sum exceeds the activation threshold. If the activation signal does not exceed the threshold, no output is produced by the unit [8] .
All neurons are placed in the layers network. In each neuron, the input data are transferred to the other neurons through connection links, and are processed by the neuron [9] . Since a neuron is the fundamental operation of a NN, which forms the basis for designing NN, neuron has three important elements in the neuronal model. By McCulloch and Pitts [7] , Haykin [10] , the three basic elements of neuronal models include a set of synapses or connecting links, an adder for summing the input signals, and an activation function for limiting the amplitude of the output of a neuron.
In the neuron, n inputs representing the informationprocessing unit that is fundamental to the operation of a NN and can be denoted as an input vector ½x 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n where there are weights bound ½w j1 ; w j2 ; . . . ; w jn to the input connec-tions of neuron j. The activation function of the neurons is uðvÞ; ½b 1 ; b 2 ; . . . ; b m is the bias vector, and ½y 1 ; y 2 ; . . . ; y m is the output signal.
Each layer will make independent computations by using its own weight matrix W, bias vector b and an output vector y. This computation then will be received and passed to the other layers in multilayer perceptron (MLP) feed-forward network. Referring to Hristev [11] , assuming the input signals, weights and activation function for hidden layer are x i , w 
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is one of computing techniques to find the approximate solutions for the optimization process. GA is a search optimization tool, which works differently compared to classical search and optimization methods [12] . GA searches a solution space for the optimal solution to a problem. This search mimics the operation of evolution -a ''population" of possible solutions is formed and new solutions are formed by ''breeding" the best solutions from the population's members to form a new generation [13] . Some advantages of using GA as optimization solution are: (1) GA is able to explore and work with the solution space in multiple directions or parallel at once [14] ; (2) GA uses recombination operators hence is able to mix good characteristics from different solutions [15] and (3) GA is a robust technique since different runs of GA for the same problem will give similar optimum solutions [16] .
As seen in Fig. 3 , Holland [17] stated that a GA process starts with a population of individuals, which grows toward optimum solution through genetic operators such as selection, crossover and mutation that are encouraged by the sequence of biological process. In each generation, a new chromosome is created by process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and reproducing those by using operators such as crossover and mutation which are terms borrowed from natural genetics [18] . The chromosomes also can be said as a set of parameters and often as a simple string which define the alternative solution of optimization for GA process.
Materials and Methods
The framework of research methodology is shown in Fig. 4 .
Dataset
Data were obtained from fruits of three palms for each of two different progenies of Tenera variety with code number 9005165E and 9008008E planted at Kandista Sari Estate (KNDE), PT. SMART Tbk (Sinar Mas Agribusiness Resources and Technology) Riau Province, Indonesia. These two progenies are known to vary in yield potentials. For each palm, 30 individual fruits at varying stages of ripeness were randomly taken from the inner (10), middle (10) and outer (10) positions of a bunch. The individual fruits were harvested in continuous sampling from 6 to 27 weeks after anthesis to ensure that different stages of ripeness: unripe, under ripe, ripe and over ripe will be represented systematically. A total of 90 samples per WAA were sent immediately to the laboratory for NIR scanning and wet chemistry analysis. About 70% of the fruits sampled were in the unripe stage since this stage takes a longer time. The oil palm progenies, 9005165E and 9008008E differed in the ripeness periods where the ripeness classification is characterized by the relative ratio of oil to dry matter (O/DM) and moisture contents (see in [19] ). To obtain the fruit spectra, each fruit was individually placed on the top of the NIR scanning window and scanned twice (with different fruit sides) at the equator position to minimize the variation in the fruit spectra, and used for further interpretation [19] . The data consist of spectral data on 522 wavelength variables generated by the NIR instrument on 3,870 sample fruits. The dataset was randomly split into a training set and a validation set. The training set consists of 85% of the samples for a total of 3,288 while the validation set consists of the remaining 15% for a total of 582 samples. Fig. 5 below shows the distribution of the sample fruits across ripeness stages or grades. The training set was used to develop and optimize the classification model, while the validation set was used to evaluate the superiority of the model. In this study, the NIR Instrument: FOSS XDS Rapid Content Analyzer (Foss, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) with ISIscan software version 3.10 (Infrasoft International, State College, PA) was used to scan the fresh fruit samples and determine the reflectance as data gathering purpose. In the specific bands of average reflectance (before spectra manipulation), the ripe and over ripe grades which produce maximum oil mesocarp and minimum moisture content has higher absorbance compared to the unripe and under ripe grades. It is also known that in general the spectral manipulation (Fig. 6 ) using standard normal variate (SNV) 
scatter correction, detrending and a math treatment has successfully minimized the over lapping peaks and corrected the baseline shift. This second derivative of absorbance was used as dataset to classify the ripeness characteristics of oil palm fresh fruit bunch.
To improve the efficiency and speed of data analysis, the original wavelengths variables were transformed to functions of the original wavelength variables using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Principal component analysis reduced the number of variables from 522 to four principal components which accounted for 95.60% of the total variability in the spectral data. The principal component scores were then obtained for each of the samples and were used in the GANN.
Data Analysis using GANN
The process started from initialization of population (random number), evaluation of fitness function and finally generation of new population using GA. These generations of new population were used to construct the network architecture. To process the GANN system, the computational statistical software such MATLAB was used.
Performance Measures
Three commonly used statistical parameters were used to validate the GANN model as proposed by Twomey and Smith [20] . These are namely:
1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE), defined as
2. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), which is defined as
3. Percent (%) of good classification
where y j is the desired output for node j,ŷ j is the network output node j, and r is total number of training nets inputs. 
5.

Results and Discussion
In architecture problem of NN, multiple NN models are developed and compared with each other to determine the optimal architecture and parameter in NN model or which has the minimum error in classification in the selection set. After that, GA would determine the subset of available input to get the minimum error of NN model. The structure of the MLP would be used as problem accounts for the multilayer: input-hidden-output layer. The number of input and hidden layer depends on the number of problem inputs used. For the output layer, it only has four classes of output which are: unripe, under ripe, ripe, and over ripe. The algorithm determines the best coefficient for input variables of NN model; hence it will attain a good output prediction for the ripeness classification. The computational steps of this process where GA is used to optimize NN are described below:
Step 
Step 3: The initial population is randomly generated: 300 chromosomes with 25 genes in a chromosome were generated randomly as initial population for evaluation process. This chromosome is called as individual in population.
Step 4: Calculate and evaluate the fitness value of individual using RMSE which is formulated as follows:
where y i is defined as desired output,ŷ i as predicted output using the solution in the chromosome and r as number of observations used in training set.
Choose the best fitness and use to train the network model. If the best fitness function was not greater than 5 (or with RMSE 6 0.2), thus perform the GA procedure.
Step 5: Decoding using binary code: The 25 genes within 1 chromosome were referred as real number and also randomly generated with the values ranging between either initialized to a random 0 or 1. Using number of 20 bits for encoding 1 gene, hence total of 500 bits were applied for 1 chromosome.
Step 6: Individual evaluation: The 300 chromosomes with 500 bits again were undergoing a process called fitness value to characterize each chromosome is better than others.
Step 7: Saving the best individuals in each generation: Elitism process was used to pass and guarantee the best chromosomes means the fittest handful of individuals from one generation to the next 100 generations.
Step 8: Select the individuals: the best 50% individuals were selected to reproduce and the rest thrown away using roulette-wheel technique. The fittest individuals were reproduced and duplicated into mating pool. The selection was repeated until the number of individual with high fittest value in the mating pool reached 300 individuals. I
Step 9: Crossover individuals: Randomly generate two individuals from the mating pool as parents and exchange (copy) the genes diversity in form of binary string between the two individuals to produce a best offspring as optimum solution. The probability (P C ) used in this crossover process was 0.90. Step 10: Mutate or replace gene: Perform the bits mutation or replacement to offspring that are produced in the crossover process by changing the binary string of one or more genes. In this process, genes were mutated to the opposite value (in binary encoding, 0 is mutated to 1 and 1 is mutated to 0) with probability (P M ) = 0.001. The mutation probability was rated with small probability since it was considered that the large probability rate would lead a fast mutate of binary string to an unknown region (become unstable), while small probability rate would lead a slow (carefully) mutate. This consideration was opposite with the probability in the crossover process.
Step 11: Determine the stop condition: The stop condition in this process was judged into two conditions. If the set generation number was reached to 100 or the fitness function was greater than 5 (with RMSE 6 0.2), then the process will stop.
Step 12: Applying the best individual contain the 25 genes on validation data to validate the network model and obtain the best solution.
Step 13: Since the GANN model was used for multi-class (kclasses) pattern classification with k ¼ 4: unripe, under ripe, ripe, over ripe. So that, each class had their own GANN model. The highest activation function value from the output layer of the fourth model is more likely that class. In here, the classes refer to the ripeness grades of oil palm which are interested to be studied.
The summarize of parameters used in the computational procedure (step 1 to 13) of GANN in order to get the good result with high % correctness classification and minimum RMSE are presented in Table 1 .
The three layers of MLP feed-forward neural network in this multi-class (4-classes) pattern classification problem can be illustrated as Fig. 7 .
The best fitness chromosome in each class contains 25 genes as solutions to the network parameter were used to optimize the GANN network. These optimal sets of network parameters were applied to GANN network in order to approximate the output value of the activation function in all classes. The activation function values ranged from [0,1] resulting from sigmoid function. Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the activation function values for each ripeness grade. The activation function of each class clearly differentiates the class from the rest of the classes. In unripe and over ripe the more likely their classes had activation function values P0.50, while in under ripe and ripe these values were % 0.50 but still greater comparing with the others classes on the specific observations. These activation functions were used to classify the ripeness grade for each sample; the highest activation function values of the fourth output layer of GANN model (unripe, under ripe, ripe and over ripe) is more likely that class. The use a GANN network to approximate the one-dimensional activation function of each class based on their activation function can be seen in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 shows the proportion of correct and incorrect classification by class using the GANN model in both the training and validation datasets. Using training data, 98.3% of total 2,295 samples in the unripe grade were correctly classified as unripe while 46.1% of total 458 samples were correctly classified as belonging to the under ripe stage. A higher proportion of correctly classified samples were obtained for the ripe stage with 61.1% of total 306 samples correctly classified as ripe. A total of 229 samples were correctly classified as over GA parameters (Continue. . .) Number of chromosome in the population 300 Crossover probability (0.5-0.9) 0.9 Mutation probability (0.001-0.08) 0.001 Maximum fitness threshold 5 Maximum number of generation 100 ripe for a high proportion of correct classification of 79%. Overall, a total of 2,837 out of 3,288 samples from training data were correctly classified for a high proportion of correct classification of 86.3%.
To validate the adequacy of the GANN model, the remaining data on 582 samples were used. In the unripe class, 98.0% of total 582 samples were correctly classified by the GANN model. A low proportion of correct classification was observed for the under ripe class with only 48.8% of total 82 samples correctly classified. Likewise a low 48.1% of total 54 ripe samples were correctly classified while a 70.7% correct classification was observed in the over ripe class in 41 samples. Overall, a total 492 out of 582 samples from validation set were correctly classified into their respective classes for a high correct classification rate of 84.5% by the GANN model.
In Table 2 , the MAE values for training and validation process were almost the same at 0.139 and 0.158, respectively. The RMSE also were not so much different between training and validation sets which were 0.375 and 0.401, respectively. The high rate of correct classification, greater than 80%, 
observed for the GANN model shows that it is adequate for the multi-class classification problem in the study.
Conclusions
The results showed that GA has successfully reduced the learning time and optimized the network architecture of NN in terms of minimizing the identification error systematically and avoiding the traditional iterative method. The use of new components variables as result of dimensional reduction using PCA from original wavelength variables has made the process in the data analysis using GANN become more efficient and faster in finding solution for best fitness. The values of MSE and RMSE during training and validation phase were not so much different, hence the best fitness parameters obtained for each class were reliable. 
